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DESCRIPTION

74585

2013 Feudi di San Gregorio Falanghina

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$15.99

DISCOUNT %

$13.99*

13%

"Here’s a bright wine that offers sensations of tropical fruit, lemon-lime and Bartlett pear that all carry through to the savory palate. Bright
acidity gives it a clean, refreshing finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 88pts

74090

2013 Terredora Fiano di Avellino

$21.99

N/A

N/A

"This savory Fiano opens with aromas of jasmine, honeysuckle and exotic fruit. The ripe, round palate delivers succulent yellow peach, ripe
apricot, Bartlett pear and juicy pineapple alongside fresh acidity." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 88pts

74691

2013 Terredora Coda di Volpe

$13.99

N/A

N/A

"Tropical fruit and citrus aromas take center stage on this bright, refreshing wine. The juicy palate delivers lemon-lime and pineapple
alongside crisp acidity. A note of white almond signals the close." - Reviewed by: The Wine Enthusiast - 87pts

74031

2008 Mastroberardino Taurasi Radici

$54.99

N/A

N/A

"Good deep red-ruby. Musky aromas of red cherry, flinty redcurrant and shoe polish. Juicy, spicy and bright, with firm acidity giving definition
and lift to the soil-driven flavors of redcurrant, black cherry and cocoa powder. Very fresh and precise aglianico, with lingering notes of tar
and cherry and smooth, rising tannins. Boasts superb potential." - Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 92pts

73691

2009 Montevetrano

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2009 Montevetrano is quite possibly the most accessible young vintage of this wine I have ever tasted. I am accustomed to
Montevetranos that are tight and austere, but not in 2009. In 2009 Montevetrano is open and radiant, with layers of dark fruit and a polished,
well-articulated finish. The 2009 is likely to be an early drinker, but that doesn't necessarily mean the wine will age quickly. A complete
vertical tasted last year and published in Issue 190 found the wines in great shape, including all of the earliest vintages. Montevetrano is
approximately 60% Cabernet Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 10% Aglianico that spent 12-14 months in French oak, 50% new. It remains a
benchmark in southern Italian oenology." - Reviewed by: Vinous - 92pts

74202

2012 Ocone Piedirosso

$17.99

N/A

"A distinct notable deep ruby red color with a fresh yet intense fruit aroma, predominantly cherry. Full and silky in the mouth with a soft and
balanced structure. The flavor is black cherry, strawberry, leather and tar with a minerally finish." - Reviewed by: Producer

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated
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